DK TllIN ON INFLAMMATION. [MARCH the cornea, and the vascular connective tissue of other organs, is after all one of degree and not of kind. As regards its nutrition and also as regards the changes that take place in inflammation, the cornea is analogous to the islands of tissue, which are encircled by capillary bloodvessels, without being in actual contact with them.
The discovery that in inflammation the colourless corpuscles of the blood pass from the interior of the vessels into the surrounding tissues, and that they then constitute the formed elements seen in pus, and termed pus corpuscles, marks a new era in pathological science. The history of the discovery presents features of peculiar interest.
As early as 1843, Addison1 maintained that the colourless corpuscles of the blood, mucous, and pus corpuscles, are identical structures, founding his belief upon their presenting the same optical characters and behaving similarily when brought in contact with different chemical agents. He further maintained that in the inflamed web of the frog's foot, the colourless corpuscles could be seen in the channels in which the red blood-corpuscles were visible, in the walls that bound these channels, and in the adjacent tissues. His views were not accepted by his contemporaries, who believed that the capillary vessels were closed tubes, out of which the corpuscles could not pass. Addison, not admitting that the capillary vessels were tubes with independent walls, found no such difficulty, and held firm to the facts which he satisfied himself could be observed. His description is clear enough:?" The walls bounding the capillary currents become much more evident and more strongly defined in the inflamed vessels; they appear, however, to consist of parallel fibrinous fibres, which gradually amalgamate with the structure of the tissue, as they recede from the current of the blood; and it is among these fibrinous-lookiug fibres that the lymph globules are seen to accumulate."
To Addison must be assigned the merit of having first identified the colourless corpuscles lying free in the tissues with the similar corpuscles seen in the bloodvessels. That the vascular wall has, as a direct result of the inflammation, undergone a change by which it offers less resistance to the pressure of the blood, has been proved experimentally by Winiwarter.1 He found that in the frog injection masses were extravasated from the vessels of the mesentery by a much weaker pressure when the mesentery had been inflamed than when it was healthy.
I have previously shown, that when a part of the cornea is cauterized the resulting change in the tissue can often be traced in a localized tract which stretches towards the conjunctival border. There the affected tissue is in direct contact with the walls of the bloodvessels, which in their turn suffer from the injurious influences which originate in the wounded part. As soon as the vessels have been reached, the usual phenomena of inflammation present themselves, and many of the extravasated colourless corpuscles find their way, as we have seen, into the corneal tissue.
The direct result of the inflammatory process, whether in a vascular or non-vascular tissue, is thus to fill the interstices of the inflamed part with the formed and unformed elements of the blood. These exuded elements provide the means of repair to the damaged tissues. The changes by which this is accomplished will be discussed in the next and concluding chapter.
